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Regulatory landscape
Introduction

Making our firms more resilient has been at the forefront of our post-crisis reform agenda.
(Andrew Bailey, October 2015)

Why does recovery planning matter?

 Ensuring that firms can credibly recover
from a variety of stresses addresses
PRA’s objective of improving safety and
soundness

 Better enterprise wide risk management
results from detailed and robust recovery
planning

 Having a coherent, clear and practical
recovery plan will enable quicker and
more decisive action in a stress situation

 Sound recovery planning enhances
resolvability

Changes in regulation

The PRA published the final RRP rules implementing the BRRD on 16 January
2015; introducing completely new as well as incremental requirements on firms
compared to the PRA’s December 2013 rules. Some changes included:

• Extending scope to holding companies
• More prescriptive (e.g. recovery indicators)
• New requirement for scenario analysis (i.e. stress testing)
• Identifying core business lines

PRA focus

• Joining up elements of capital and
liquidity planning / assessments

• Governance
• Indicators
• Options
• Scenarios
• Exit

Linkage with resolution

• Solvent wind-down
• Resolvability implications of

recovery actions
• Ex-ante recovery and resolution

actions
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Regulatory landscape
EBA and PRA rules and guidance

PRA rules EBA guidance

Scenario planning

• Range of scenarios that are severe but plausible

• 3-4 – Depending on whether ‘O-SII’

• Reaching ‘conditions for early intervention’

• May use other stress tests as foundation

• Must estimate qualitative and quantitative impact

• Quantification of options for each scenario = net scenario impact

EBA/GL/2014/06 – Guidelines on the range of scenarios to be
used in recovery plans

• Scenarios test the effectiveness of recovery options and adequacy of
triggers; should be ‘near-default’; close to failure

• Design principles: i) risks and vulnerabilities most relevant to group,; ii)
events threaten to cause failure; iii) exceptional but plausible

• Impact: capital, liquidity, profit, risk profile, operations, reputation

• Slow moving and fast moving events; counterparty failure, interbank
liquidity, country risk, asset prices credit losses, operational losses

Recovery indicators

• Indicators and procedures to ensure timely implementation of options

• Framework identifying points where appropriate action may be taken

• Qualitative and quantitative, capable of being monitored

• Description of escalation and decision making process

EBA/GL/2015/02 – Guidelines on recovery plan indicators

• Mandatory capital, liquidity, asset quality, profitability indicators

• Macro-economic and market based indicators to be included unless the
firm can justify why they are not relevant

• GL includes minimum indicators but firms encouraged to opt for more

Recovery options

• Wide range of recovery options addressing liquidity and capital

• Options may have permanent structural implications

• Must analyse how and when it may apply central bank facilities and
identify assets expected to qualify as collateral

• Must adhere to group financial support conditions

• Remedial action taken to improve credibility and effectiveness

• Framework for describing and evaluating options

EBA/RTS/2014/11 – Regulatory technical standard

• Recovery options shall include measures which are extraordinary in nature
as well as measures that could also be taken in the course of the normal
business of the entity or entities covered by the recovery plan

• Options should reflect the individual profile and internal preconditions
and effects

• Should be initially described without reference to a specific stress

• Should include but not be limited to measures taken when conditions for
early intervention are met
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Regulatory landscape
Regulatory expectations – Feedback themes

Firms are refreshing their recovery
plans, informed by feedback from the
PRA aligned to three key themes

Governance • Prescribed responsibility: ‘developing and maintaining the firm’s RRP and overseeing internal process around their governance’

• Aligned to Finance, Risk Executive SMFs and Chair of Risk / Audit Committee

Plan design/drafting • Plan should be ‘operational’ and practical – i.e. capable of being used/followed by those responsible for monitoring and execution.

Scenario design • Used to test options and indicators

• Linkage to board-identified top risks and vulnerabilities

• Scenarios can develop and reinforce other stress tests

EWIs and triggers • Calibrated properly (with evidence); reference to established risk indicators, appetite and limits

• Scenario analysis should inform calibration

• Clear procedures and governance for monitoring and acting on EWI/trigger breaches; interaction between recovery escalation and
other contingency arrangements

• Triggers can be progression of severity of crisis – not necessarily binary ‘in recovery’ or not

MI/reporting/syste
ms

• Focus on ability to quickly generate sufficient information to make decisions in a crisis

• May necessitate adapting board MI to facilitate

Options assessment • Consideration of effect of options on resolvability and operational continuity

• Testing via dry – run or ‘table top’ or ‘fire-drill’ exercises or reference to historical stresses

• Mutual exclusivity, substitutes, simultaneous

Ownership

Clear ownership of
plan production
and
execution/SMR
implications

Usability

Clarity of
procedures,
practical steps,
operational,
embedded

Credibility

Relevant scenarios;
options capable of
being executed
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Common challenges and best practice

Process/element Challenges Best practice

Governance over
production and
review of the plan

Board (including audit committee) engagement
throughout the process.

Third line review and challenge.

A review of the end-to-end process for the production, review
and sign-off in order to identify the right points of involvement
of the appropriate individuals and committees.

Formal documentation of governance arrangements including
terms of reference for each relevant committee or individual.

Meaningful audit committee and internal audit challenge
(real time and post-submission).

Process/operating
model for production
of recovery plan

Integrating with and leveraging other risk and
regulatory processes (e.g. ICAAP, stress testing, RST).

Business-level engagement.

Clarity on roles and responsibilities.

Aligned governance and working committees across
multiple outputs.

Common data, processes, infrastructure.

Education and buy-in of business in order to make meaningful
and timely contribution.

Documented roles and responsibilities and interdependencies
(“RACI” matrices).

Strategic analysis Identification of core business lines and critical
functions (biggest impact on recoverability, developing
quantitative and qualitative thresholds).

Reconciling legal entity views with business line views
(systems and data limitations).

Alignment between recovery plans and resolution packs
(appropriate cross-referencing but also putting into context of
recovery planning).

Maintenance of easy to access/generate reporting of key metrics
on CBLs and CFs to update/refresh the plan (and monitor
criticality).
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Common challenges and best practice

Process/element Challenges Best practice

Recovery indicators Identifying the right indicators (integrating with
ERM/risk KPI frameworks, including risk appetite,
and focusing on the right subset of metrics).

Calibrating indicators to the right level to avoid early
or late trigger.

Appropriate and timely MI to facilitate monitoring and
decision making.

ERM framework that captures relevant risks, identifies and
effectively reports comprehensive suite of risk metrics, aligned
to risk appetite/limits.

Use of crisis management framework to identify which metrics
matter the most and degrees of severity and associate response.

Use of the full suite of CRD IV ratios on a fully loaded basis as
capital ratios. Also to include liquidity survivability days and
expected utilisation of the PRA buffers.

Clear, transparent and documented process to outline the ‘what,
when, who, how’ when triggers are reached.

Evidence of calibration / leading vs. lagging indicators.

Scenario design Scenario design: Creating an integrated, sufficiently
severe and tailored scenario that stresses capital and
liquidity.

Quantifying scenario impacts: Developing a
sufficiently robust process for modelling the impact of
the scenarios on the balance sheet, profit, capital and
liquidity within practical constraints (systems, data,
time and resource).

Drawing on scenario choices from other exercises including
ICAAP, ILAAP, RST, BoE CST, etc. to generate bespoke recovery
scenarios.

Maintaining an inventory of scenarios and associated variables
and assumptions to draw upon to construct future iterations of
recovery scenarios.

Employing existing stress testing processes and infrastructure
(e.g. forecasting approaches, models and reporting capability) to
‘run’ the scenarios and quantify outputs.

Adequate business, risk and finance collaboration on scenario
design, assumptions and judgements and review of outputs.
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Common challenges and best practice

Process/element Challenges Best practice

Recovery options Identifying sufficient recovery options that have a
material enough impact.

Developing fully worked-up implementation plans for
each option.

Quantifying impact (e.g. net scenario impact) with
sufficient mathematical rigour.

Identifying barriers (legal, regulatory) to successful
implementation of options.

Working up credible disposal options

Identifying and predicting timing of exit from recovery
and impact on resolvability (what does the business
look like afterwards when recovery is successful – or
not)

Establishing a process that creates the right environment for
identifying meaningful and viable recovery options:

• Workshops with collaboration between business heads,
operations, legal, compliance, finance and risk

• Encouraging lateral/extreme thinking

Meaningful input on implementation and quantification from
above stakeholders, beyond initial identification – to ensure
credibility of options.

Disposals analysis includes: Execution plan, information
availability, valuation, franchise impact

Communication plan Considering the firm’s ability to manage market
perception and confidence in stress

Clear identification of internal and external stakeholders along
with the appropriate messaging and medium for each.
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Recovery and resolution linkage
Interactions between the two processes and plans

Operational
continuity

(ref. PRA CP38/
15 Ensuring
operational

continuity in
resolution):

Trading or
banking book

(solvent)
wind-down Design of

recovery options

• Operational arrangements should improve
both execution of recovery options (e.g.
disposal time frames) and post-
stabilisation restructuring in resolution

• Recovery actions must preserve critical
shared services to ensure continuity
of services in the event of resolution

• Financial resilience of critical shared
services – recovery should maintain
capital and liquidity for service entities

• Impact of capital instrument
issuance -balance of capital
resources to satisfy MREL /
TLAC and facilitate recovery

• TLAC impact on intra-group
funding; less flexibility re
internal flow of capital

• Impact of target (post ring-
fencing) entity structure

• Disposals that may create
barriers to effective resolution
(e.g. key infrastructure assets)

• Can be deployed as a
recovery option or a post-
stabilisation resolution
measure

• Effective solvent wind down
in recovery should support a
smoother resolution –
Suggests a MREL reduction
for an effective solvent wind
down plan

Recovery should
not be viewed in
isolation from
resolution. Effective
recovery planning
should support
resolution planning
and vice versa.
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Role of stress testing
Impact of regulatory requirements

Incremental requirements

Building on existing stress testing
requirements

Rule interpretation and meeting
regulatory expectations

Challenges

Strategic enhancements

Stress testing requirements are now part of recovery planning: Must design and
quantify impact of multiple scenarios in order to design and test recovery options.

ICAAP, ILAAP, CST, reverse stress testing, and other enterprise/business stress
testing

Level (detail, granularity) and rigour (extent of sophistication / precision in
quantification) expected by regulators is unclear and untested.

• Extent of possible leveraging of existing stress tests

• Gaps in scenario design (severity and risk capture/integration of capital and
liquidity)

• Timetabling – Stress testing already takes a huge proportion of management time

• Infrastructure – Coping with additional scenarios/level of automation

Building an industrial strength stress testing capability able to meet multiple needs in
a robust, repeatable and sustainable way

Building on existing stress testing
requirements

Building on existing stress testing
requirements

Rule interpretation and meeting
regulatory expectations

Challenges

Strategic enhancements

Rule interpretation and meeting
regulatory expectations

Challenges

Strategic enhancements

Challenges

Strategic enhancements

Building on existing stress testing
requirements
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Role of stress testing
Integrating recovery scenario analysis with stress testing

The PRA requires recovery plans to include the definition, analysis and quantification of
specific scenarios in order to determine and test the efficacy of specific recovery options,
and establish the metrics that will trigger the consideration of implementing them.

Performing this with sufficient rigour should leverage aspects of existing stress testing
processes and infrastructure. This is illustrated below.

Reporting
Aggregating
projections

Balance sheet and
capital projections

Loss projections

Revenue and other
cost projections

Forecasting

approaches
Data quality,

reconciliation and
aggregation

Scenario generation

Strategy and risk

framework

Defining
management

actions

3. Aggregation
of results

1. Frameworks, data sources
and scenario design

2. Projections and
data transformation

4. Management actions
and reporting

Linkage of recovery
planning to business
strategy and policies:

• Vulnerabilities/risks
identified in strategy

• ERM frameworks

• Risk appetite

• Stress testing
policies

Application of data
quality
policies/controls

Top and
emerging risks

CST, ICAAP, corp.
plan, IFRS 9, RST

Severity
calibration

Leveraging projections processes and infrastructure:

Assumption setting, prioritisation and review:
scenario variables, market/business assumptions

Projections infrastructure: model development,
validation, technology platforms; non-modelled
approaches

Scheduling: Aligning production timetables for
running projections, review and sign-off

Designing triggers and
calibrating trigger levels
based on:

• Comparison of results
across stress tests
(e.g. CST vs. RP)

• Plausibility of
outcomes

• Linkage to risk
appetite limits

Suite of management
actions along the
severity continuum:

• BAU capital
management

• ICAAP

• CFP

• Recovery
planning

Internally
consistent and
integrated suite of
reports and
submissions:

Coherent risk mgmt
‘story’

CST, ICAAP,
ILAAP, recovery

plan
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Integrated capital planning
Creating a holistic capital strategy

Regulators expect and banks are seeking to more rigorously assess capital requirements and meet
capital goals, with an integrated capital strategy; enhancing capital allocation and balance sheet
usage and creating cost efficiencies

Regulatory stress
testing

Internal Stress
testing

Reverse stress testing Business planning
and strategy

Recovery planning

Data Processes Infrastructure People

Aggregation and
reporting

Fundamentals
Budget and stress

test design
Execution Capital analysis and actions

• Strategic plan

• Capital policy and
strategy

• Economic capital

• Risk appetite

• Risk identification

• Risk culture

• Risk frameworks (e.g.
model risk)

• Data management

• Scenario generation

• Scenario management
and analysis

• Model development

• Model validation

• Projections
- Balance sheet
- Income and expenses
- Impairment losses
- Market losses
- Operational risk
- RWAs

• Overlays and expert judgement

• Capital and leverage
calculations

• Regulatory submissions
(e.g. FDSF)

• Financial plans / budgets

• Capital assessment and plan ICAAP

• Recovery and resolution planning

• Business allocation

• LE allocation

• Balance sheet management

• Capital actions

• Funding and liquidity implications
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Questions and discussion
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